The film culture has grown tremendously in recent years. The large number of streaming services put films as one of the most convenient forms of entertainment in today's world. Films can help us learn and inspire societal change. But they can also negatively affect viewers. In this paper, our goal is to predict the suitability of the movie content for children and young adults based on scripts. The criterion that we use to measure suitability is the MPAA rating that is specifically designed for this purpose. We propose an RNN based architecture with attention that jointly models the genre and the emotions in the script to predict the MPAA rating. We achieve 78% weighted F1-score for the classification model that outperforms the traditional machine learning method by 6%.
Introduction
The Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) is a film rating system that establishes the appropriate age for movie viewers 1 . The MPAA rating is determined by CARA 2 (one of the subdivisions of MPAA organization). Members of CARA watch the entire film to identify the age category and the MPAA rating of the movie (Motion Picture Association of America, 2010). The current method for rating movies has three major issues. First, it is a time-consuming process that is not scalable. Second, there are many unrated online movies on the Internet. And, there is no automatic system for users like parents and media service providers to specify the age category of movies. Finally, it needs to be done after production, when making changes in movies can cost a lot of money. In this paper, we want to automatically predict this rating at early steps when we only have the script of the movie. Many research has been shown that movies can affect people's behavior directly, and young viewers may be especially open to being influenced (Sargent et al., 2006 ; American Academy of Pediatrics, 2001 ) . MPAA ratings have a wide practical value. For example, parents can rely on them as a guideline to determine what movies can their children watch. Also, media service providers (e.g. Amazon and Netflix) rely on these ratings to enable age filters in parental controls. Moreover, having the MPAA rating is an important element for producers too. Although films can be exhibited without a rating, certain theaters refuse to exhibit non-rated movies 3 , and it certainly can affect gross revenue of movies. By automatically predicting the MPAA rating, we can achieve these outcomes: First, it is faster than the manual version, so it is applicable to a large number of movies. Second, movies can be rated before the production is complete, and producers can use the predicted rating to make adjustments based on their audience at early stages and save money. Finally, using this system, users can find the rating for many movies out there that are still unrated.
Predicting the MPAA rating (based on the script of the movie) is not a trivial task. Having a list of bad words is not always sufficient to predict the level of suitability of movies for different ages since swearing impact is a function of communication context as shown in (Jay and Janschewitz, 2008) . For example, the impact depends on the social position of the speaker e.g. a student using these words is not as bad as a principal using them. So, we need to analyze these words in their context to be able to indicate the level of bad influence. The use of a bad word list as a single source is also inefficient since the MPAA rating is not dedicated to a specific aspect like offensive language (Jenkins et al., 2005) . It is a combination of several elements like drugs, sex, violence, language, thematic material, adult activities, etc. Moreover, current sources for bad word lists are not designed to cover all these aspects. Similarly, based on (Jenkins et al., 2005) and (Webb et al., 2007) violence prediction is not enough to predict the MPAA rating either. There are some previous works on violence prediction in movies (Martinez et al., 2019) , but to the best of our knowledge, none of them aimed at predicting the MPAA rating. So, previous works cannot cover our goal.
Our paper is the first paper that works on predicting the MPAA rating. We introduce a novel deep learning model to automatically solve the problem. The devised deep learning architecture jointly models conversations between characters, genres of the movie, and emotions in the conversations to predict MPAA ratings. Our proposed architecture is an RNN-based model with an attention layer. Also, in our proposal we let the model learn everything from the raw data (end-toend learning), and we avoid the use of lexicons of bad words because the list of bad words could change over the time. Our system only exploits the textual information via the scripts with the idea of being able to predict rating at early steps of production when we only have the script. However, in our future work we are also interested in exploiting audio and video information. This paper presents the following main contributions:
• A novel task: automatic prediction of the suitability of movies for children using the MPAA rating scheme.
• The creation of the first corpus of movie scripts with their associated MPAA rating. This dataset contains ≈7K movies from 24 different genres.
• A deep learning model for predicting the MPAA rating with 78% weighted F1-score that works 6% better than the traditional machine learning method.
• A large-scale empirical study to show the effect of genre of the movie and emotion in the conversation on suitability prediction model.
Related Work
Although to the best of our knowledge there is no previous work on predicting the MPAA rating, there are existing related works on detection of violent content, abusive language, and hate speech. We categorize previous works into two groups based on their underlying approach: first, papers that present a traditional Machine Learning model, and the second group works with Deep Neural Network models.
Traditional Approach
Researchers in (Giannakopoulos et al., 2010) predicted violence in movies by extracting visual and audio features from movies. Authors in (Gninkoun and Soleymani, 2011) built upon that and added textual features to visual and audio features to capture inappropriate words for violence detection. We also use a bad word list to create a baseline model to compare with our proposed models. On the other hand, based on the survey done on hate speech detection (Schmidt and Wiegand, 2017) , several works have been done on detecting offensive language in text. These works are related to our work because offensive language in dialogues can affect suitability of movies for children. For example, authors of (Davidson et al., 2017) extract lexical, syntactic and sentiment features and trained a multi-class classifier to automatically predict hate speech on Twitter data. In another work (Nobata et al., 2016) , authors used the same type of features along with a SVM classifier to build an abusive language detection system in online user content. For our traditional model, we also extract lexical and sentiment features and feed them into a SVM classifier.
Deep Learning Approach
Employing the language of movies, authors of (Martinez et al., 2019) tried to predict if a movie is violent or not. This paper is the closest paper to our work because they only use dialogues of the movies as well. They extracted sentiment, semantic and lexical features and employed SVM and RNN-based classification models to predict violence in movies based on the extracted features. However, in our work, we use raw data (conversation between characters) to predict MPAA ratings using our deep learning model. Convolution and Recurrent Neural network have been used to predict abusive language and hate speech on Twitter data (Singh et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Park and Fung, 2017; Mathur et al., 2018 ), but there is no similar works on movie corpus.
We employ the movie script dataset collected by (Shafaei et al., 2019) . They provided the scripts of about 15K movies as well as their metadata like name of actors, directors, genre, and etc. It should bee noted that the scripts contain only conversation between characters. The dataset does not include MPAA rating, so we crawl the IMDB website to extract MPAA rating. Our final dataset contains about 7K movies since not all the movies in the original dataset have the MPAA rating. There are five categories for the MPAA rating (G, PG, PG-13, R, NC-17) that specify the suitability of movies for children. G stands for general group, it means all ages admitted. PG means there are some materials in the movie that parents need to check. PG-13 indicates some materials in the movie are not appropriate for children under 13 years old. R stands for restricted and means people under 17 need to watch the movie with a parent. NC-17 refers to no one under 17 is allowed to watch the movie. The exact definition of these rating are available at (https://www.mpaa.org). In Table 2 , we show the distribution of movies in different genres. Class imbalance exists between different genres since some genres are more popular in the move industry. We decided not to fix this issue to keep the dataset representative of the real world situation.
Our dataset will be available to public to encourage people to research on this area.
Methodology
The main goal of the paper is to classify movies into one of the MPAA ratings based on the content of the movie. To achieve this goal, we use three types of resources in our model; raw data (conversations between characters), emotion vectors of these conversations, and genre vectors of the movies. Figure 1 shows the architecture of 
Embedding Layer
Word embedding is an effective technique for text classification as it is capable to capture semantic information of the text. The input of the model is an embedding layer that gets a vector of words' indexes [I 1 , I 2 , ..., I 10000 ], and the output of the layer is a 2-D matrix
is the embedding vector for the corresponding word i. We use 300 dimensional pre-trained Glove embedding 4 .
LSTM Layer with an Attention
To extract the sequential information from the scripts, we use a LSTM layer. This layer transforms a sequence of embedded vectors to a sequence of hidden vectors. Then we pass the resulting hidden representation to the attention mechanism. We use the same attention model proposed in (Bahdanau et al., 2014) . This layer computes the weighted sum r as i α i h i to aggregate hidden layers of LSTM to a single vector. The model can learn the relative importance of hidden states by learning the α i . We compute α i as follow:
where h i is the hidden state and v and W h are parameters of the network.
Emotion Vector
Emotion of the conversations in the movie can help the model to capture the context of the words; also dominant emotions of the movie can be a factor that shows the suitability of the movie for children e.g. fear or disgust. So, we concatenate the emotion vector with the attention output. To extract emotion of the text, we use NRC emotion lexicon (Mohammad, 2011) . This dictionary maps words to eight different emotions (anger, anticipation, joy, trust, disgust, sadness, surprise, and fear) and two sentiments (positive and negative) with binary values. we calculate the normalized count of words per emotion over the whole movie. As a result, we have a vector [e 1 , e 2 , ..., e 10 ] for each movie, where e i is the percentage of words corresponding to emotion i.
Genre Vector
Genre can provide information about the theme of the movie. For example, some dialogues are considered as violent in some specific genre, but they are harmless in another genre (Martinez et al., 2019) . So, we consider genre by adding it to the model as a vector. We have a total of 24 genres across our corpus, but some of the movies are assigned in several genres. Thus, we form a multihot vector for modeling the genres of a movie; ones stands for genres of the movie and zeros for other genres.
Dense Layer and Output Layers
We have two dense layer sequences in our model. We use batch normalization and dropout after the hidden layer to avoid over-fitting and achieve a more generalized model. Since we have a multiclass classification, in the final step, we use the softmax activation function to calculate the probability of each group (G, PG, PG-13, R, NC-17).
Experiments
As our data is imbalanced, we use the random stratified sampling to split data to 80:10:10 training, development, and test set (for all experiment we use the same train, validation and test data). We also choose weighted F1-score as the evaluation metric.
Baseline Systems
There is no previous study available of the same topic, so we define three baselines to evaluate the performance of our work; one optimization method, one traditional machine learning method, and one deep model. Threshold Model: Our first baseline only considers the bad words that have been used in the movie scripts. It finds the best threshold for the percentage of bad words to classify movies. It labels movies with the lowest number of bad words as G-rated and those with highest number of bad words as NC-17. To create our bad words list, we compiled a list from Google's bad words list 5 and words listed in (Hosseinmardi et al., 2014) . Using this list, we calculate the percentage of bad words in each movie. Then, for each rating group (G, PG, PG-13, R, and NRC-17), we define a threshold t i and train the model on training set to find these thresholds. The final model will be a list of thresholds: all movies with bad words less than t 1 are labeled as G, all movies with bad words between t 1 and t 2 are labeled as PG, etc. The intuition behind this baseline is to show that having bad words are not enough to decide about suitability of movies for children. SVM Model: The second baseline model is similar to the model proposed for movie success prediction task (Shafaei et al., 2019) . The best set of features for the model is a combination of unigram, bigram, bag-of-genres and bag-of-directors. We also add emotion vector to the feature set to have a fare comparison with our deep learning model. Using the grid search method, we tune hyper-parameter C of the SVM model, C ∈ {1, 10, 100, 1000}. CNN Model: The third baseline model is a strong deep neural model which has the same architecture as our proposed model, but it uses Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) instead of LSTM layer with an attention. CNN is used previously for detecting offensive language and hate speech (Aroyehun and Gelbukh, 2018; Zhang et al., 2018).
Experimental Setup
We use Pytorch to implement our RNN model. To tune hyper parameters, we run experiments on validation set for the model with different values of learning rate {0.00001, 0.0001}, number of LSTM's hidden units {32, 64, 128, 256}, and dropout rates {0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. Also, to avoid overfitting, in addition to dropout, we use L2 regularization. We use binary cross entropy loss function in order to calculate the loss between predicted and actual labels and employ Adam as the optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014). Best performance obtained by (dropout = 0.3, learning rate = 0.00001, LSTM hidden units = 256). We train over 200 iterations and consider the model with the best weighted-F1 score on the validation set as a the final model to apply on the test set. by separately adding them to the model (L&A with emotion and L&A with genre). The best result is achieved by our proposed "L&A with emotion+genre" model. The weighted F1-score for this model is 78.03% which is 6.1% higher than the traditional machine learning model. It also outperforms "Threshold" and "CNN" baselines by 14.13% and 3.29% respectively. Based on the results, both genre and emotion vectors improve the performance of the plain LSTM model with attention. However, the contribution of the genre vector to the model is not as much as the emotions. These results supports our assumption on the relevance of emotion and genre modeling for the task of predicting the MPPA rating.
Results
To shed some light on the effect of genre, we show the distribution of movies in each class for different genres (Figure 2 ). According to this figure, some genres are more appropriate for children compared to other genres. For example, MPAA ratings of Animation, Adventure and Family show that most of the movies in these genres are kidfriendly compared to other genres like Drama, Horror, and Crime. Although genre can help the model to improve the performance, it is not enough as a single source to predict the MPAA rating. Table 4 shows the weighted F1-score for different genres using the our best model. Based on this table, for genres like Comedy and Drama, which contain movies with different MPAA ratings, the performance is as good as Animation, even though most of the Animation movies belong to a single rating. For genres like Crime, Horror, and Thriller (that similarly for the most instances have one rating), the performance is better than other genres (84%,81%,83% respectively), but not that far from genres like Romance and Biography (with 79% and 86% respectively) that contain movies with more varied ratings. So, genre by itself is helpful but not the most relevant information to the MPAA rating. Figure 3 shows the average emotion score per each class. According to this figure, some of the emotions are more dominant on a specific class of movies. For example, the values of negative emotions like disgust, anger, and sadness are higher for NC-17 and R compared to the other classes. On the other hand, surprise and trust show higher rates in G and PG compared to NC-17 and R. These trends bode well with our assumption that emotion vectors could help improving the task. 
Error Analysis
In order to have a better understanding of the results, we show the confusion matrix of our best model in Figure 4 . Based on the matrix, our model is not able to correctly predict any instances of G and NC-17. The reason could be the low number of instances in these two classes in our dataset (92 and 14 respectively). On the other hand, the model predicts 83% of R movies correctly. 75% of the mistakes in this category are predicted as PG-13, which is the closest group to R. We plan to investigate these error patterns in our future work. 
Emotion Analysis
To further investigate the effects of the emotion vectors, we compare the histogram of emotion scores for correctly and incorrectly labeled instances. Figure 5a shows an intuitive pattern for average emotion score in samples that are classified correctly (note that we leave G and NC-17 out since we do not have any correct predictions for them). The class R shows the highest rates for the negative emotions. But, in the miss-classified samples 5b, we do not observe any clear trends for emotions in different ratings. For example, the PG class shows a high value for negative emotions like disgust, sadness, and anger compared to R, while this is a more appropriate group for children.
To understand the reason behind this observation, we investigate some samples in the groups PG and R that show high rates of words associated with disgust. The results show that those words in R films include terms like robbery,murder, and asshole, but in PG rated movies the words associated with disgust include fool, sick and painful. Thus, although we have a high number of words in some PG-rated movies that are associated with negative emotions like disgust, the degree of negativity, or the strength of the emotion, seems to be lower than in the rated R films ( Table 5) it seems the model is not able to learn these more subtle differences. 
Attention Weights
To analyze the attention weights, we calculate the average weight for all words within each movie script and compare rates for the correctly and incorrectly labeled instances. In other words, for each MPAA rating r i we calculate the average weights for true positive instances with rating r i (movies that have rating r i and predicted as r i ), as well as, average weights for a combination of false negative and false positive samples (instances with true rating r i with prediction = r i and instances predicted as r i whose true label is = r i ). Table 6 lists the top 10 words with highest average weights for both groups for the classes PG, PG-13, and R. The fact that for all the classes some bad words are appeared in both TP and FN+FP categories indicates that the model is biased towards some specific bad words. We plan to employ some methods to reduce this bias through our ongoing research. As our model is not able to predict groups G and NC-17 correctly, we show top 10 words with high- Table 6 : Top words for the correct and incorrect predicted instances based on average attention weights for PG, PG-13, and R.
est average weights for these groups in a separate table (Table 7) . Although for NC-17, the highest weights are assigned to inappropriate words, the model still cannot predict them correctly. Same for group G, most of the words with high attention are neutral words, but corresponding documents are predicted wrongly. It probably is because of lack of enough samples for these groups. Table 7 : Top 10 words with highest average weights in miss-classified documents for label G and NC-17.
Bad Word Ratio
We conduct an analysis over the same bad word list we used in our "Threshold" baseline to further investigate why these words are not enough to predict the MPPA rating of the movies. For each classes in our corpus, we merge all the scripts, and calculate the frequency of bad words over the same class. Table 8 shows the top 10 negative words for each classes of data. It is interesting to see that not only the ratio of top bad words' appearance in the scripts, but also the level of negativity of them are different across the classes. That is why the threshold, by its own, is not enough to predict the MPPA ratings. Words like fat and ugly are mostly listed as offensive words in social media comments, but they are less probable to Inversely, we could consider the words like clit, mother-fucker and suka as highly negative, since they are only used in the movie scripts of the classes R and NC-17. These observations bring this idea to the table that as a possible future plan, we can create a lexicon of bad words specified to movies. Using our bad word list, we also calculate the overall ratio of negativity per class. The results are shown in Table 9 . Obviously, there is a correlation between the ratio of negativity and the MPPA ratings of movies.
G PG PG-13 R NC-17 0.17% 0.23% 0.38% 0.87% 1.68% Table 9 : Percentage of bad words in different classes 8 Practicality of MPAA rating in reality
The whole paper is about predicting MPAA rating, but the important question is that if MPAA ratings could prevent children from watching inappropriate movies or not. There is an element in IMDB website that shows the number of reviewer in different group of ages for each movie. Using this information, we calculate the percentage of reviewer under 18 years old for all movies in the dataset. The result in Figure 6 shows that the more restricted the MPAA rating, the less under 18 years old people talked about the movie. It possibly means MPAA rating could avoid young people from watching inappropriate movies.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we present a new task of automatic prediction of MPAA rating from movie scripts. We also present a new resource to support the design and benchmarking of the machine learning approaches for the task. Lastly, we propose a neural network architecture to model the conversations among characters of the movies, considering genres and the emotions behind the conversations in order to predict the film rating.
We also show that our best model improves the results compared to the classic machine learning approach, by 6% weighted F1-score. As for the future work, we plan to add visual features to our model in order to extract the information that are missing from the video. We also plan to extend the approach to other types of content that are easily accessible to children.
